
Name: ________________________       Date:____________________________ 
Address:  __________________________________________________________ 
    __________________________________________________________ 
Day Phone:  _______________      Evening Phone: _________________ 
Best Time To Reach:  ___AM  ___PM 
Do you have a Mary Kay Consultant?  ___  If so, who? ____________________ 

___Exact application instructions for applying my           
       eye, cheek & lip colors customized specific to 
       my face, eye & lip shape and eye & hair color 
 
___How to have a more polished look 
 
___Having smoother, more hydrated, firmer, more 
      toned and less visible cellulite on my body 
 
___ Fighting fine lines around my lips while pre- 
       venting lipstick from feathering and bleeding 
 
___Preventing dry chapped lips 
 
___Achieving supple, radiant skin that looks like                          
       it’s been freshly soaked in the sun while its        
       tone appears even without streaking & blotching 

I would like to learn more about: (Please check all that apply.) 
  ___Reducing appearance of fine lines & wrinkles, 
        renewing elasticity & restoring more even skin    
        tone on the face for a more youthful appearance 
 
 ___Applying Mineral Powder Foundation with the  
       sweep of a brush making lines, wrinkles and     
       other imperfections seem to disappear 
 
 ___Reducing puffiness & darkness in the eye area  
 
 ___How to firm up, brighten & minimize fine lines          
       and wrinkles in the eye area 
 
  ___Controlling oil & preventing blemishes 
  
  ___Controlling dry skin on my face, hands or body 
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